DATASHEET: PHARMASOFTWARE
Characteristic & Benefits
aids in compliance with FDA 21 CFR Part 11 and
GxP guidelines
sophisticated user friendly web interface
Time and cost saving validated system, stands up
to interrogation from auditors
audit trail and automatic data security
Applications
Pharmaceutical
Laboratory
Hospitals
Transport vehicles
Warehouses
FDA regulated organisations
Temperature Mapping

Pharmalogger software allows the user to effortlessly collect,
display and analyze data. A variety of powerfull tools provide
the ability to calculate, report and print simple proffessional
report.

User management

Audit trail

Web based application

IQ/OQ/PQ protocols

Two levels of accesss
- administrator and user.
Administrator has access
to all security settings,
while users only have
access to real time
monitoring and analyzing
data.

Administrator has
insight into all
updates created by
users, changes made in
settings, sent and
confirmed alarm
messages.

Application can be
accessed from any
computer and smartphone
running any operating
system with any
web browser

Provided independent
testing of the hardware
and software
components, as well as
integrated testing of
the complete
Pharmalogger system.
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Real time monitoring and data view
Graphs and data grids are allowing the user to quickly and easily get information about temperature and relative humidity
result.

Data export and automatic reports
Export function enables easy data analyses and generating automated 21 CFR Part 11 Regulatory compliance reporting.
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Pharmaceutical calculations & statistics
Software provides calculation as minimum, maximum and average measurement result on daily base, and MKT (Mean
Kinetic Temperature) for the chosen time period.
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Multiple graph data
Recorded data from multiple sensors can be easily combined in a single graph by simply selecting monitored area or
specific sensors.

Real Time Alarm
Provides alarm notifications to cell phone, e-mail, or PC when temperature and/or humidity conditions exceed set
thresholds.

alarm@pharmalogger.com;
Sensor1; Temperature is
out of range! T:21,56°C
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